Titan the raccoon wants to help people who live around the Lehigh Valley learn about how important it is to keep the nature we see in our own communities free from trash so that humans and our local wildlife, like Titan and his friends, have a safe and clean habitat to share!

We can start by helping right in our own neighborhoods! Next time you go out to the park or take your dog for a walk around the block, grab some supplies to pick up trash along your way. Make sure to only walk in places you feel safe and comfortable, avoid any potentially dangerous materials like broken glass, and be conscious of native plant life.

How to Participate!
After signing up from our website you will be asked to join our private Facebook group. Submit and log your times and amounts with a photo of your success to the group! Post your pics to your own social media and use the hashtag #TitansTrashTeam and tag the Lehigh Valley Zoo (@lvzoo) to encourage your friends and family to join! Reach 20 pounds to win an LVZoo prize bundle!*

*Prize must be picked up at zoo